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1. Introduction

Oscillatory behavior is observed at all levels of biological organization,
with periods ranging from a fraction of a second to years.1–3 The fastest
rhythms occur in neurons and muscle cells. Neuronal oscillatory networks
control major physiological functions such as respiration.4 The brain in
fact generates a huge variety of rhythms with widely different frequencies,5

while cardiac rhythmicity is an autonomous property of nodal tissues
of the heart.6 Rhythms of non-electrical nature nevertheless abound in
cellular systems. Thus, sustained oscillations are observed in the glycolytic
pathway in yeast, with a period of several minutes, as a result of enzyme
regulation.7–9 Periodic variation of intracellular calcium, with a period
ranging from seconds to minutes, is observed in many cell types upon
stimulation by a hormone or a neurotransmitter.10,11 Oscillations and waves
of cyclic AMP (cAMP) control the periodic aggregation of Dictyostelium
amoebae after starvation.12 The segmentation clock controls the periodic
formation of somites in embryogenesis.13 A network of enzyme reactions
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that behaves as a self-sustained oscillator drives the cell cycle.14,15 Lastly,
endogenous circadian rhythms of a period close to 24 h occur in eukaryotic
organisms and some prokaryotes like cyanobacteria.16–18 This list is by no
means exhaustive, and several new examples of oscillatory behavior at the
cellular level have been uncovered in recent years.19

Why are there so many biological rhythms? Biological systems are
prone to oscillate because they satisfy three conditions: they are open as
they exchange matter and energy with their environment, they generally
operate far from equilibrium, and at all levels of biological organization,
subcellular, cellular or supracellular, they are governed by nonlinear kinetic
laws.1 Such nonlinearities create the conditions for instability: it is precisely
when a non-equilibrium steady state becomes unstable that sustained
oscillations develop, especially when the evolution equations admit a single
steady-state solution. Such oscillations are particularly robust since they
correspond to the evolution to a limit cycle in phase space, so that their
amplitude and frequency do not depend on initial conditions. Cellular
rhythms represent a process of non-equilibrium self-organization and can
therefore be viewed as temporal dissipative structures.20

What are the main sources of nonlinearity needed for eliciting the
instabilities that lead to oscillatory behavior? A major source is regulatory
feedback. Feedback regulation, through activation or inhibition, can take
many forms, depending on the level at which it is exerted. Thus, if we
focus on cellular processes, positive or negative feedback may be exerted
on the expression of genes, on the activity of enzymes or receptors, on
transport between different organelles and the intracellular milieu, or on
the conductance of ionic channels, to name but the major types of cellular
control. Each, and sometimes several, of these modes of regulation are
involved in known examples of cellular rhythms. Thus, enzyme regulation
underlies glycolytic oscillations, transport regulation is involved in the
periodic evolution of intracellular Ca++, the regulation of ion channels is at
the core of oscillations of the membrane potential in nerve and muscle cells,
while circadian rhythms originate from the control of gene expression.1

Oscillations do not take only the form of simple periodic behavior.
More complex oscillatory phenomena can also occur in regulated cellular
networks, as in other fields of chemistry and physics. Thus, complex periodic
oscillations in which successive trains of high-frequency spikes are separated
by phases of quiescence (bursting) are observed in many nerve cells such
as the R15 neuron in Aplysia.21 Aperiodic oscillations in the form of chaos
can also occur in some systems, often as a result of the periodic forcing of a
limit cycle oscillator.22 Mathematical models and numerical simulations are
useful in studying the conditions in which simple and complex oscillatory
phenomena occur in regulated cellular networks.23 Thus, models bring to
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light the role of multiple instability-generating mechanisms in extending the
repertoire of oscillatory dynamics from simple periodic oscillations to more
complex modes of oscillatory behavior. Here we use the modeling approach
to examine the transition from simple to complex oscillatory behavior. First,
we consider a relatively simple biochemical model, which has been used
for long as a prototype in studying the transition from simple to complex
oscillatory behavior. Then we turn to a realistic model for the enzymatic
network driving the mammalian cell cycle. Given the complexity of its
regulatory structure, multiple sources of oscillations exist in this network.
As a result, oscillations can take a simple or complex form, including chaos,
depending on whether the different oscillatory circuits present within the
cell cycle network are tightly coupled or not. We conclude by comparing
these results with the mechanisms underlying the transition from simple
to complex oscillations in other known examples of oscillatory cellular
networks.

2. From Simple to Complex Oscillatory Dynamics
in a Prototype Biochemical Model

It is useful to recall here the properties of a simple biochemical model that
was built three decades ago to investigate the dynamical consequences of an
interaction between two instability-generating mechanisms.24 This model is
based on the coupling in series of two allosteric enzymes, E1 and E2 (see
Fig. 1).

The first enzyme, E1, transforms a substrate S into product P1, while
the latter serves as substrate for enzyme E2, which transforms it into
product P2. Substrate S is injected at a constant rate v, whereas the
end product P2 is removed at a rate proportional to its concentration,
characterized by the rate constant ks. The regulatory structure of this
simple network involves two positive feedback loops coupled in series:
product P1 activates enzyme E1, while product P2 activates enzyme E2.

Fig. 1. Model of two autocatalytic enzyme reactions coupled in series. This model
provides a three-variable prototype for studying the transition from simple to complex
oscillatory behavior, including birhythmicity, bursting and chaos.1,24
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Previous work on the role of phosphofructokinase in the mechanism of
glycolytic oscillations established that the activation of an allosteric enzyme
by its reaction product can produce an instability.1,25 The allosteric nature
of the enzyme is reflected by the sigmoidal form of the reaction rate as
a function of the substrate or product concentration and ensures that the
reaction rate is sufficiently nonlinear. A model for a single allosteric enzyme
activated by its reaction product shows that the evolution equations admit a
single steady-state solution that can become unstable in a domain bounded
by two critical values of the substrate injection rate. In this domain, the
system undergoes sustained oscillations that correspond to a stable limit
cycle in phase space.1,25

Coupling two positive feedback loops in series, as in the model
schematized in Fig. 1, allows for the interplay of two instability-generating
mechanisms. The analysis of this three-variable model indicates that the
repertoire of dynamic behavior is much enriched: besides the evolution
to a stable steady state or to sustained oscillations of the limit cycle
type corresponding to simple periodic behavior, the system is capable of
displaying (i) complex periodic oscillations, i.e. bursting, corresponding to
a folded limit cycle; (ii) aperiodic oscillations, i.e. chaos, corresponding to
the evolution to a strange attractor in the phase space; (iii) a co-existence
between two simultaneously stable oscillatory regimes, periodic or chaotic
such a phenomenon was referred to as birhythmicity.24

Further investigation of the model showed that these complex modes of
oscillatory behavior occur when the two instability-generating mechanisms
are active simultaneously. Chaos occurs, for example, when the oscillation
due to the first reaction feeds into the second oscillatory enzyme reaction.
This situation becomes analogous to the occurrence of chaotic behavior in
an oscillatory system forced by a periodic input. The difference, however, is
that chaos is non-autonomous in the latter case, and autonomous in the bi-
enzymatic system schematized in Fig. 1 where the two sources of oscillations
are inherent to the system.

The fact that the prototype model based on two autocatalytic enzyme
reactions coupled in series contains only three variables allows a detailed
analysis of the onset of bursting.26 Thus, by treating substrate S as a slowly
varying parameter, bifurcations diagrams of the P1-P2 subsystem can be
constructed. These diagrams show bistability: two stable steady states of
P1 coexist in a certain range of S concentrations as a result of the positive
feedback exerted by product P1 on enzyme E1. When the (slow) variation of
S is taken into account, the system undergoes repeated cycles of hysteresis
along the bistable curve. This behavior corresponds to simple periodic
oscillations of the limit cycle type. How does bursting occur in the system?
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The second positive feedback loop exerted by product P2 on enzyme E2 is
capable of inducing an instability of the upper steady state in the range of S
values producing bistability. Then, on the higher branch of steady states of
P1 the dynamics switches from a stable to an unstable focus, as a result of
a Hopf bifurcation. It is in these conditions that simple periodic oscillations
transform into complex periodic oscillations of the bursting type.26

Other modes of complex oscillatory behavior can also occur in the
system, such as the coexistence between two (birhythmicity) or even three
(trirhythmicity) stable periodic regimes.1 In parameter space, however, the
domain of simple periodic oscillations remains larger than that of bursting,
which domain is itself larger than those of birhythmicity or chaos. The
analysis in a two-variable phase plane can be further simplified by resorting
to a one-dimensional return map capturing the dynamical properties of the
model.1,26 Such approach provides a powerful tool for analyzing the onset
of bursting and chaos in this system.

The coupling of multiple sources of oscillations, considered in the simple,
prototype network of Fig. 1, is found in many known cellular networks
in which it is likely to underlie the occurrence of complex oscillatory
behavior. In the following we focus on the regulatory network that drives the
mammalian cell cycle. This enzymatic network operates as a self-sustained
oscillator. We will examine how the coupling between multiple sources of
oscillations can produce complex patterns of oscillatory behavior in this key
cellular network.

3. Simple Periodic Behavior in the Cdk Regulatory
Network Driving the Mammalian Cell Cycle

The mammalian cell cycle is composed of four different phases: G1, S (DNA
replication), G2, and M (mitosis). A network of enzymes known as cyclin-
dependent kinases (Cdks) controls the ordered progression through the
successive phases of the cell cycle: the cyclin D/Cdk4-6 and cyclin E/Cdk2
complexes promote progression in G1 and allow the G1/S transition, the
cyclin A/Cdk2 complex ensures progression in S and elicits the S/G2
transition, while the cyclin B/Cdk1 complex brings about the G2/M tran-
sition.14 Cdk regulation is achieved through a variety of mechanisms that
include association with cyclins and protein inhibitors, phosphorylation-
dephosphorylation, and cyclin synthesis or degradation.14

We previously proposed a detailed model for the dynamics of the Cdk
network that drives the mammalian cell cycle and explored the conditions
for its temporal self-organization.15,27 The model for the Cdk network
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Fig. 2. Scheme of the model for the Cdk network driving the mammalian cell cycle.15

The model incorporates four modules centered on the main cyclin/Cdk complexes: cyclin
D/Cdk4-6, cyclin E/Cdk2, cyclin A/Cdk2 and cyclin B/Cdk1. Also considered are the
effect of the growth factor GF and the role of the pRB/E2F pathway, which controls cell
cycle progression (see text and Ref. 15 for more detail).

(Fig. 2) contains four coupled modules centered on cyclin D/Cdk4-6, cyclin
E/Cdk2, cyclin A/Cdk2, and cyclin B/Cdk1, respectively (for more detailed
schemes of the four modules, see supporting information in Ref. 15).
The activity of the cyclin/Cdk complexes is regulated both through
phosphorylation (by kinase Wee1) and dephosphorylation (by phosphatase
Cdc25), and reversible association with the protein inhibitors p21 or p27.
The model includes the Retinoblastoma protein pRB and the transcription
factor E2F, which respectively inhibit and promote progression in the cell
cycle. The Cdk network itself controls the balance between the antagonistic
effects of pRB and E2F through phosphorylation. Additional regulations
of cyclin/Cdk complexes occur in the form of negative feedback, which
arises from Cdk-induced cyclin degradation, and positive feedback, which
originates from the fact that Cdk1 and Cdk2 activate their phosphatases
Cdc25 and thereby promote their own activation. The temporal evolution
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of the model is governed by a set of 39 kinetic equations, which are listed
in Sec. 2 in the supporting information of Ref. 15. These equations are
based on mass action or Michaelian kinetics. Five additional equations are
needed to incorporate into the model a checkpoint on DNA replication.
To limit the complexity of the model we only considered the variation of
protein levels without incorporating explicitly changes in the mRNAs. For
a detailed description of the four modules of the model and their regulatory
interactions, see supporting information in Ref. 15 where variables are
defined in Table S1, while a definition of parameters and a list of their
numerical values are given in Table S2.

We characterized the dynamics of the Cdk network by means of
bifurcation diagrams established with respect to the concentration of
growth factor GF taken as control parameter.15 When GF exceeds a critical
value, the system crosses a Hopf bifurcation point and repetitive activation
of the cyclin/Cdk complexes occurs in the form of self-sustained oscillations
(Fig. 3A). The ordered activation of the cyclin/Cdk complexes controls
the passage through the successive phases of the cell cycle: the peaks
in the activity of cyclin D/Cdk4-6 and cyclin E/Cdk2 allow progression
from G1 to S, the activity of cyclin A/Cdk2 rises in S and G2, while at
the end of the cycle, the peak in cyclin B/Cdk1 brings about the G2/M
transition. The level of cyclin D/Cdk4-6 remains elevated throughout the
cycle, in agreement with experimental observations, and falls only when
GF is removed. Sustained oscillations shown in Fig. 3A correspond to the
evolution, in the phase space, to a stable limit cycle, which can be reached
regardless of initial conditions as illustrated in Fig. 3B.

The model accounts for key properties of the mammalian cell cycle such
as the need for a fine-tuned balance between pRB and E2F for oscillations
to occur, and the existence of a restriction point in G1, which is a point
of no return beyond which they are irreversibly engaged in the cell cycle
and do not require the presence of growth factor to complete mitosis.
When the DNA replication checkpoint is incorporated into the model, this
checkpoint was found to slow down the dynamics of the network without
modifying its oscillatory nature. Below the threshold level of GF cells are in
a stable steady state, which can be associated with the quiescent phase, G0.
Above the threshold the repetitive activation of the Cdks can be associated
with cell proliferation. As illustrated by stability diagrams established, for
example, as a function of cyclins D and E, and as a function of the activity
of the phosphatase Cdc25 that activates cyclin A/Cdk2 and of the level of
the protein Cdh1 that controls cyclin B degradation, oscillations occur in
large domains in parameter space and therefore represent a generic property
of the Cdk network resulting from its regulatory wiring.15
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(A)

(B)

Fig. 3. Simple periodic oscillations of the limit cycle type in the Cdk network.33

(A) Time series: in the presence of a suprathreshold amount of GF, sustained oscillations
correspond to the repetitive, ordered activation of the four cyclin/Cdk complexes. The
curves were generated by numerical integration of the kinetic equations (1)–(39) listed in
Sec. 2 in the supporting information of Ref. 15, for the parameter values listed in Table S2
(http://www.pnas.org/content/106/51/21643/suppl/DCSupplemental). Shown are the
oscillations in the active forms of the cyclin/Cdk complexes. (B) The oscillations in (A)
correspond to the evolution to a unique limit cycle regardless of initial conditions. The
same closed curve is reached for two distinct initial conditions when the trajectory of
the 39-variable system is projected onto the three-variable phase space formed by the
concentrations of E2F, cyclin A/Cdk2 and cyclin B/Cdk1.33
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4. Complex Oscillatory Behavior in the Cdk Network

Even though it can globally operate in a periodic manner, the Cdk network
nevertheless contains at least four oscillatory circuits, each of which can
produce sustained oscillations on its own.15 When tightly coupled, as occurs
in physiological conditions, these circuits cooperate to produce the periodic,
ordered activation of the cyclin/Cdk complexes that drive the successive
phases of the cell cycle. It is however possible to isolate in the model for
the Cdk network four circuits, all based on negative feedback regulation,
which are capable of generating sustained oscillations when isolated from
the rest of the network (such isolation can readily be achieved in the model
by setting the relevant coupling parameters equal to zero). The four circuits,
whose oscillatory properties were confirmed by numerical simulations, are
schematized in Fig. 4.

All four oscillators contain cyclin A/Cdk2, but only circuits 3 and 4
also contain cyclin B/Cdk1 and can thus be viewed as mitotic oscillators
producing a peak in cyclin B/Cdk1. In contrast, the sub-networks 1 and 2
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Fig. 4. Multiple oscillatory circuits in the Cdk network. When isolated in the model for
the mammalian cell cycle, four circuits containing negative feedback loops are capable
of generating sustained oscillations.15,33 In physiological conditions, all four oscillatory
circuits synchronize to produce the ordered, repetitive activation of the different modules
driving the successive phases of the mammalian cell cycle.
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predict oscillations in cyclin A/Cdk2 in the absence of coupling to Cdk1.
The oscillatory circuits 1 and 2 produce Cdk1-independent Cdk2 oscilla-
tions and are therefore associated with endoreplication, while circuits 3 and
4 involve Cdk1 oscillations and are associated with periodic cell division.15

Endoreplication corresponds to multiple passages through the phase of
DNA replication without mitosis.28,29 The possibility of endoreplication was
previously reported in a model for the yeast cell cycle30 and in a generic
model for the eukaryotic cell cycle.31 Rapid cycling likely associated with
an oscillatory sub-network involving cyclin B/Cdk1 has been revealed by
treatments perturbing the normal operation of the Cdk network.32

The sequential activation of the Cdk modules is associated with
the temporal self-organization of the Cdk network and with the global,
periodic operation of the mammalian cell cycle. The first three modules
of the network (see Fig. 2) centered on cyclin D/Cdk4-6, cyclin E/Cdk2,
and cyclin A/Cdk2 cooperate to induce the transient firing of the last,
embryonic-like, oscillatory module centered on cyclin B/Cdk1. Thus, the
first two modules elicit in module 3 the increase in cyclin A/Cdk2, which
transiently drives module 4 into the domain of sustained oscillations. The
resulting pulse in cyclin B/Cdk1 triggers in turn the decrease in cyclin
A/Cdk2, the associated exit of circuit 4 from the oscillatory domain, and the
re-instatement of the conditions leading to a new round of oscillations in the
cell cycle.15 The key feature of the regulatory structure of the Cdk network
is that each Cdk module activates the next module(s) while inhibiting the
preceding one(s). This property results in the temporal self-organization of
the network in the form of self-sustained Cdk oscillations.

When the four oscillatory circuits are weakly coupled, numerical
simulations indicate that the interactions between the oscillatory sub-
networks may sometimes produce complex oscillations.33 Thus, upon
decreasing progressively the rate of inactivation of protein Cdh1 that
promotes cyclin B degradation, the rate of cyclin B hydrolysis increases
and the Cdk1 module is progressively inactivated. In agreement with the
observation that constitutive activation of the protein Cdh1 can uncouple
DNA replication from mitosis,29 such a change leads to the transition from
mitotic oscillations to endoreplication (Fig. 5): several peaks in Cdk2 may
then be produced for each peak in Cdk1. These periodic oscillations are
more or less complex (Figs. 5B and 5C). Sometimes they may become
highly complex (Fig. 6A), leading to folded limit cycles in phase space
(Fig. 6B). The periodic nature of the trajectory can be ascertained by the
construction of a Poincaré section, which shows a limited number of fixed
points (Fig. 6C).

Chaotic oscillations (Fig. 7A) can also occur for parameter values close
to those producing quasiperiodic or complex periodic behavior. In phase
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Fig. 5. Progressive shift from mitotic oscillations to endoreplication in the detailed
model for the Cdk network.33 From (A) to (D) the rate constant for inactivation of
Cdh1 decreases progressively to yield (A) simple periodic, large-amplitude oscillations
in cyclin A/Cdk2 and cyclin B/Cdk1); (B) complex periodic oscillations particularly
noticeable for cyclin A/Cdk2; (C) yet another type of complex periodic oscillations; and
(D) simple periodic oscillations corresponding to endoreplication, with large-amplitude
oscillations in cyclin A/Cdk2 and small-amplitude oscillations in cyclin B/Cdk1 (see
Ref. 33 for further details).

space these aperiodic oscillations correspond to the evolution to a strange
attractor (Fig. 7C). Chaotic behavior is characterized by its sensitivity to
initial conditions (Fig. 7B) and by the structure of the associated Poincaré
section (Fig. 7D), which differs from that shown in Fig. 6C for complex
periodic oscillations.
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Fig. 6. Complex periodic oscillations in the detailed model for the Cdk network.33

(A) Time evolution of cyclin B/Cdk1. (B) Projection of the trajectory of the 39-variable
system onto the phase plane formed by cyclin A/Cdk2 and cyclin B/Cdk1. (C) Poincaré
section established by plotting the level of cyclin B/Cdk1 versus the level of cyclin
A/Cdk2 corresponding to the passage through a maximum in the level of cyclin E/Cdk2
(see Ref. 33 for further details).
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Fig. 7. Chaos in the detailed model for the Cdk network.33 (A) Time evolution of
cyclin B/Cdk1. (B) The time evolution of cyclin B/Cdk1 is shown again, for two slightly
different initial values of pRB. The sensitivity to initial conditions is a signature of
chaotic behavior. (C) Strange attractor obtained by projection of the trajectory of the
39-variable system onto the phase plane formed by cyclin A/Cdk2 and cyclin B/Cdk1.
(D) Poincaré section established by plotting the level of cyclin B/Cdk1 versus the level
of cyclin A/Cdk2 corresponding to the passage through a maximum in the level of cyclin
E/Cdk2 (see Ref. 33 for further details).

The results obtained in the 39-variable model for the mammalian
cell cycle (Fig. 2) were recovered in a reduced, skeleton version of this
model, which contains only 5 variables.34 This skeleton model, schematized
in Fig. 8, disregards many biochemical details of the full model but
retains its regulatory structure based on the four interacting cyclin/Cdk
modules. Several oscillatory circuits can again be found in this simplified
network. They synchronize when tightly coupled, to produce simple periodic
behavior. However, as in the full model, complex patterns of oscillatory
behavior occur when the strength of the coupling between the oscillatory
circuits progressively diminishes.34 Because the number of variables and
parameters is significantly decreased, it is easier to find domains in
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Fig. 8. Skeleton model for the Cdk network.34 This reduced, 5-variable model for
the Cdk network contains much less biochemical details but retains roughly the same
regulatory interactions between the four cyclin/Cdk modules as the detailed 39-variable
model shown in Fig. 2. The skeleton model is capable of reproducing the same patterns
of simple and complex oscillatory behavior.34

parameter space where certain types of complex oscillations occur. Thus,
birhythmicity was found numerically in the skeleton model, but it remains
to be observed in the more detailed cell cycle model.

5. Comparison with Other Oscillatory Cellular Networks

Periodic behavior readily arises from feedback regulatory processes in
biological systems. The nonlinearities associated with feedback regulation
indeed give rise to instabilities and, consequently, favor the occurrence of
oscillatory dynamics in cellular networks. The field of cellular rhythms
has become a prototypic domain of research in systems biology, and such
biochemical oscillatory phenomena have been the topic of successive reviews
over the last decades.1,19,23

While oscillations generally take the form of simple periodic behavior
corresponding to the evolution to a limit cycle in the phase space, more
complex patterns of oscillatory behavior have been identified by means
of modeling approaches: birhythmicity (i.e., the co-existence between two
stable limit cycles separated by an unstable periodic trajectory), which
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is the periodic equivalent of bistability (i.e., the coexistence between two
stable steady states); hard excitation (co-existence between a stable steady
state and a stable limit cycle); complex periodic oscillations in the form
of bursting; and aperiodic oscillations, i.e., chaos. Bursting oscillations are
common in neurobiology, but are less frequently observed in non-electrically
excitable cells, perhaps because in these cells they might not correspond to
physiological conditions, which are more likely to produce simple periodic
behavior. Here, using theoretical models, we focused on the conditions in
which complex modes of oscillatory behavior of non-electrical nature arise
in cellular networks.

To address the transition from simple to complex oscillatory behavior
we started with a prototype model based on two autocatalytic enzyme
reactions coupled in series. The interest of this simple, three-variable model
is that it allows us to study the dynamical consequences of the interaction
between two instability-generating mechanism, each of which is capable of
producing oscillations. As recalled in Sec. 2, the interaction between the two
oscillatory enzyme reactions markedly enhances the repertoire of oscillatory
behavior. While a single autocatalytic enzyme reaction can only produce
simple periodic oscillations, the system containing two coupled oscillatory
reactions, in addition to limit cycle behavior, can display birythmicity, hard
excitation, bursting, chaos, and even trirhythmicity.

The bienzymatic system was constructed as a prototype for investi-
gating the interplay between two instability-generating mechanisms. But
does such a situation arise in cellular networks and, if so, is it generic or
relatively rare? The study of a large number of models for known cellular
rhythms shows that the interplay between different endogenous oscillatory
mechanisms is more the rule than the exception in cellular regulatory
networks. This is illustrated by examples as diverse as those of cyclic
AMP (cAMP) oscillations in Dictyostelium amoebae, intracellular Ca++

oscillations, circadian rhythms, the segmentation clock, and the cell cycle.
The latter system was examined in detail in the two preceding sections.
Before summarizing the results on the dynamics of the cell cycle, let
us briefly examine the mechanism responsible for complex oscillations in
networks that govern other cellular rhythms to see whether it also involves
the interplay between two or more oscillatory circuits.

In Dictyostelium amoebae, oscillations of cAMP originate from the
positive feedback exerted by extracellular cAMP on adenylate cyclase, the
enzyme that synthesizes intracellular cAMP.35 This self-amplification of
cAMP synthesis follows the binding of extracellular cAMP to its membrane-
bound receptor. The mechanism responsible for limiting the explosive
production of cAMP relies on receptor desensitization: upon exposure to
cAMP, the receptor undergoes a transition to an inactive (desensitized)
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state that is unable to elicit activation of adenylate cyclase. Such a
mechanism can only produce simple periodic oscillations.35 However, if one
considers the variation of ATP, the substrate of adenylate cyclase, due to
its consumption in the synthesis of cAMP, a second oscillatory mechanism
is created: the two mechanisms involve the same positive feedback loop
on adenylate cyclase but differ by the factor limiting self-amplification in
cAMP synthesis; one mechanism relies on ATP consumption, while the
other takes the form of receptor desensitization. The interaction of these
two mechanisms acting in parallel to limit the effects of the same positive
feedback loop is the source of bursting and chaos in the cAMP signaling
system in Dictyostelium.36,37

The occurrence of complex Ca++ oscillations appears to originate from
a different scenario. Simple periodic Ca++ spiking relies on a positive
feedback regulation known as Ca++-induced Ca++ release (CICR), itself
triggered by the rise in inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate (IP3) that follows
stimulation of the cell by a hormone or neurotransmitter.10,11,38 Rather
than involving the interplay between two oscillatory mechanisms, the
analysis of models indicates that oscillations of the bursting type and chaos
result from the modulation by Ca++ oscillations of one of the parameters
that control this oscillatory mechanism.39,40 Thus, complex oscillations
arise when IP3 becomes a variable and when its degradation is activated
by Ca++. Such periodic auto-modulation of a control parameter by the
Ca++ oscillator itself can be viewed as the autonomous analogue of the
non-autonomous forcing of an oscillatory system by the periodic variation
of one of its parameters. Although the model for Ca++ signaling contains
but a single oscillatory mechanism, the fact that its oscillatory output
controls periodically the input parameter might be viewed as a first
oscillator (the input) acting on and modulated by the second, core Ca++

oscillator.
That there are multiple ways to elicit the transition from simple

to complex periodic oscillations is well illustrated by the case of Ca++

signaling. Besides the scenario mentioned above, two other mechanisms
for producing complex Ca++ oscillations were identified in closely related
models.39 These extended versions, naturally, again involved at least
three variables. In contrast, the original model for simple periodic Ca++

oscillations based on CICR contained only two variables.38

Birhythmicity, bursting and chaos were also observed in a realistic
model for circadian rhythms in Drosophila.41 The mechanism of the
oscillations relies on a negative feedback loop exerted on their genes by
a complex formed by the PER and TIM proteins. This negative feedback
on gene transcription is responsible for the onset of sustained oscillations
of the limit cycle type characterized by a period close to 24 h. What is the
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origin of complex oscillations, in view of the existence of a single oscillatory
mechanism based on a unique negative feedback loop? The model reveals
that two limbs contribute to the formation of the PER-TIM complex that
exerts transcriptional inhibitory feedback (this negative feedback has since
been shown to be mediated by the inhibition by PER-TIM of a complex
of two activating proteins, CYCLE and CLOCK). Complex oscillations
develop only when there is a slight imbalance between the processes of
synthesis and degradation of the PER and TIM proteins.41 This example
provides another illustration that complex oscillations do not necessarily
originate from the interplay between two oscillatory mechanisms or, as in
the case of Ca++ oscillations, from periodic self-modulation of a parameter
controlling the oscillations. However, the circadian situation might somehow
be viewed as an interaction between two oscillators sharing, via the PER
and TIM limbs, the same negative feedback loop, a situation reminiscent of
the mechanism responsible for complex cAMP oscillations in Dictyostelium,
as discussed above. Non-autonomous chaotic behavior can also be observed
in a model for circadian rhythms driven by the light–dark cycle, as a result
of the periodic variation of a light-sensitive parameter.42

A more detailed model for the mammalian circadian clock, containing
up to 19 variables, was shown to harbor two distinct oscillatory mecha-
nisms.43,44 Nevertheless, numerical simulations so far brought evidence only
for simple periodic behavior in this model. This by no means excludes the
possibility of complex oscillatory behavior, if only because the parameter
space was not explored in a systematic manner. The absence of bursting
or chaos in the region explored numerically could mean either that one
of the oscillatory circuits does not operate in the parameter domain
corresponding to periodic behavior, or that the coupling between the two
oscillatory circuits is so strong that they synchronize. Besides such internal
synchronization, let us note that even if the circadian regulatory network
operated in the domain of chaotic behavior, external synchronization with
the light–dark cycle would likely suppress chaos and transform it into
rhythmic behavior of 24-h period.

Discussed here in more detail, the model for the cyclin/Cdk network
brings to light the various modes of dynamic behavior that emerge from the
intertwined regulations of the different modules that drive the successive
phases of the mammalian cell cycle. When the growth factor that induces
progression in the cycle exceeds a critical value, repetitive activation of
the cyclin/Cdk complexes occurs in the form of self-sustained oscillations.
The periodic, ordered activation of the cyclin/Cdk complexes corresponds
to the passage through the successive phases of the cell cycle. Much as in
models containing but a few variables, such periodic oscillations correspond
to the evolution to a limit cycle (Fig. 3) even though the system contains 39
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variables.15,27 Similar results are recovered in a skeleton, 5-variable version
of the full model.34 The Cdk network is thus capable of temporal self-
organization in the form of limit cycle oscillations. This conclusion supports
the view that the cell cycle operates on a limit cycle.45

Because of its relatively complex structure built along four Cdk modules
and of the large number of variables and regulations involved, the Cdk
network contains multiple oscillatory circuits. In spite of the multiplicity
of oscillatory circuits, their tight coupling within the Cdk network ensures
that periodic oscillations represent its most common mode of temporal
self-organization. Periodic oscillations involving large-amplitude changes in
Cdk2 and Cdk1 occur in large regions in parameter space, which often
extend over several orders of magnitude of the control parameters.15,27 It
is when the coupling of the oscillatory circuits within the full Cdk network
becomes weaker that their interactions may lead to complex patterns of
oscillatory behavior. Distinct modes of complex oscillations can then be
observed: bursting in the form of more or less complex periodic oscillations
(Figs. 5 and 6), quasiperiodic oscillations, and chaos (Fig. 7). Poincaré
sections established for these various modes of complex oscillatory behavior
confer to each of them a distinct signature. Complex periodic oscillations
occur in relatively smaller regions in parameter space as compared to
simple periodic oscillations for which a single peak in Cdk1 and Cdk2 is
observed per period. This observation holds with the view that the latter
mode of periodic behavior represents the physiological mode of operation of
the Cdk network, whereas complex oscillations, particularly quasiperiodic
or chaotic behavior, would correspond to unphysiological or pathological
conditions.

The model for the mammalian cell cycle allows us to investigate how
the internal synchronization between multiple oscillatory circuits generally
produces periodic behavior rather than chaos or quasiperiodic oscillations.
The wiring of the regulatory network, rather than the number of variables
or the degree of biochemical detail retained in the mathematical description,
plays a key role in the onset of complex oscillations. This conclusion
is supported by the observation of similar modes of complex oscillatory
behavior in the full model for the mammalian cell cycle15,27 and its reduced,
skeleton version.34 What is the general relevance of these results for the
dynamics of cellular networks? The multiplicity of instability-generating
mechanisms is widely encountered in cellular regulatory networks. Indeed,
their complexity, due to the profusion of positive and negative feedback
loops, is such that these networks often contain more than one source of
oscillatory behavior. This is well illustrated by the circadian clock, the
cell cycle, and the other examples of cellular rhythms mentioned above.
Such multiplicity of interacting oscillatory circuits is also observed in the
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dynamics of yet another cellular rhythm, the segmentation clock, which
is responsible for the periodic formation of somites in vertebrates.13 In
this remarkable example of spatio-temporal organization in embryogenesis,
three oscillating pathways involving, respectively, Notch, Fgf, and Wnt
signaling form the core of the oscillator,46 even if the molecular mechanism
of the segmentation clock remains to be fully characterized. In this system,
numerical simulations indicate that complex periodic oscillations may
originate from the interplay between three coupled signaling circuits,47

each of which is capable of autonomous oscillations. However, in the case
of the segmentation clock as in those of the cell cycle and circadian
rhythms, and in contrast to bursting oscillations of the membrane potential
in neurobiology, it appears that simple periodic oscillations remain the
most frequent pattern of temporal organization and likely represent the
physiological mode of oscillation in these regulatory networks, which control
some of the most important cellular rhythms.
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